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Q1) The gosling is the young of which animal?

Q2) Which musical instrument family does the flute belong to?

Q3) How many right angles are there in 270o?

Q4) What is the adjective form of the noun tide?

Q5) What is the middle name of cricketer W. G. Grace?

Q6) Who played Father Dougal in the TV show Father Ted?

Q7) What is a soft, lumpy white cheese made from the curds of skimmed milk?

Q8) Which planet did Star Trek's Mr Spock come from?

Q9) Who painted the Mona Lisa?

Q10) Who wrote the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn?

Q11) In which sport would you commonly see a "purse bid"?

Q12) What was the name given to the cliff face at the southern end of the Capitoline Hill in Rome, from which traitors were
thrown to their death?

Q13) What part of the eye gives it its colour?

Q14) Which driver won the F1 world title in 1982 despite winning only one race?

Q15) Sir Geraint was a legendary knight at what "table"?
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Trivia Quiz Answers
by Words Up Games

Q1) The gosling is the young of which animal?

Q2) Which musical instrument family does the flute belong to?

Q3) How many right angles are there in 270o?

Q4) What is the adjective form of the noun tide?

Q5) What is the middle name of cricketer W. G. Grace?

Q6) Who played Father Dougal in the TV show Father Ted?

Q7) What is a soft, lumpy white cheese made from the curds of skimmed milk?

Q8) Which planet did Star Trek's Mr Spock come from?

Q9) Who painted the Mona Lisa?

Q10) Who wrote the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn?

Q11) In which sport would you commonly see a "purse bid"?

Q12) What was the name given to the cliff face at the southern end of the Capitoline Hill in Rome, from which traitors were
thrown to their death?

Q13) What part of the eye gives it its colour?

Q14) Which driver won the F1 world title in 1982 despite winning only one race?

Q15) Sir Geraint was a legendary knight at what "table"?
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Woodwind
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Tidal

Gilbert

Ardal O'Hanlon

Cottage cheese

Vulcan

Leonardo da Vinci

Mark Twain

Boxing

Tarpeian

Iris

Keke Rosberg

Round Table
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